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'Vagina Monologues' promotes awareness
of violence, social injustice against women
BY AUDREY O'NEIL

Contributing News Reporter

URI alumna discusses

life as graduate student
BY FARAH CASALINI

Students at the University
of Rhode Island celebrated VDay, the global movement to
end violence against women, at
Edwards Auditorium this
weekend by presenting the
play,
"The
Vagin a
Monologues."
"The Vagina Monologues,"
which has been presented for
the past 10 years at URI, is fully
directed and run by students
who feel passionately about
the fight against women's violence. Any student that is interested in participating in the
event is accepted and encouraged to audition. The proceeds
for the p lay, which ran from
Feb. 23-25, go to benefit the
URI Violence Prevention an d
Advocacy Services Program,
according to the Office of
Student Life website.
Each year a senior is
assigned to be director of the
Vagina Monologues by Eve
Ensler, th e p laywrite event
coordinator. This year, senior
and human development and
family studies major Juliette
Holtzman was lucky enough to
land the role.
Although this was her first
year directing, Holtzman h as
been a part of the Vagina
Monologues since her fresh-

When a college student
graduates with a certain d~gree,
it is normal for him or her to go
on to obtain a master's degree in
that same field. But for one
University of Rhode Island graduate student, this simply was not
the case.
It wasn't until after Brianna
Saccucci graduated with a bachelor's degree in marketing that she
realized that it wasn't the profession for her.
"I was working in a place
with no reward," she said. "I
wasn't happy."
The Wakefield, R.I. native
came to URI with the original
intent of studying marine biology, in part because her mother
worked at the university, but also
because the program was so
highly ranked among university's nationwide.
However, four weeks into
her freshman year, Saccucci took
a different direction and decided
to study marketing instead.
She thinks very highly of her
Teresa Kelly I Cigar
undergraduate years, saying that
University of Rhode Island student Lexy Halpen on stage during the it was a definite "culture shock,"
s}>!>_~~~ht '!1!!'!.'!1!!_~!!!_ as part of 'The Vagina Monologue~--~- __ especially since she attended a
very small Catholic high school,
man year. She is also a peer URI theatre producti()t1~·------but she said that was the reason Sac~~ci s~~~~~~~~~-"very__l:>_~"
advocate for w om en's violence
Continued on page 3
why she loved her experience so
Continued on page 3
and actively participates in
- - - -- - - - - --------- --·----------

-Postgraduate English conference
t o discuss innovations, a~xieties
BY PATRICK KELLEY

Contributing News Reporter

What are the implications
of innovation? What new questions and consequences result
from a solution? "Innovations
and Anxieties," a conference
hosted by the English graduate
program at the University of
Rhode Island, will discuss and
contemplate such questions.
The conferen<;:e invites
graduate students from all academic fields to submit papers,
panels or creative work that
address these questions.
The conference, hosted by
volunteer graduate students in
the English department, is in its
sixth year of operation according to conference chair Bridget
Heaney. The conference plan-

much.
"All the different people,
thoughts, and ideas made [my
experience] that much better,"
she said.
While an undergraduate student, Saccucci worked as a URI
101 mentor and at the office of
Vice President of Administration
and Finance Robert Weygand.
As her time as an undergraduate student started coming to an
end, Saccucci explored many d;if~ \
ferent graduate program options.
She applied to graduate schools
in Boston and Virginia, but ultimately decided to study at URI's
graduate program.
"URI's program is smaller
and more personal and I like
that," she said.
She graduated with her
undergraduate degree in May
2010 and is currently studying
for a master's in college student
personnel, which is a graduate
program that focuses on working
in higher education. Saccucci
said URI's program differs from
other schools' higher education
graduate programs because it
doesn't just focus on the administrative aspect, but on the counseling aspect, too.
As a graduate student,

News Editor

ning committee consists of 20- than 60 student presenters, one30 students, who volunteer third of whom were from URI' s
hundreds of hours in the course graduate community.
H eaney anticipates a simiof the year to make the conference a success. Their duties lar amount of presenters and
consist of marketing and out- 80-100 ·overall attendees this
reach, printing and poster ·year. All of URI, including facdesign, finance and fundrais- ulty, administration, alumni,
students and staff are welcome
ing, among others.
The volunteers are sup- to attend the plenary address,
ported by professors Naomi panel sessions and keynote
Mandel, Director of Graduate speaker.
Studies and Chair of the
The keynote speaker is
English Department Ryan Professor Colin Milburn of the
Trimm, _along with. the English
department
and
Graduate
Program Program in Science and
Studies
at
Administrator
Michelle Technology
University of California Davis.
Caraccia.
Last year's conference Milburn will be giving a talk
"'Pwning'
the
focused primarily on highlight- entitled,
ing graduate research in the
Continued on page 3
humanities and drew more

-----~--

URI graduate program
offers resources, options
BY BRIANNA RESTO

News Reporter

Th e University of Rhode
Island's graduate school has a
plethora of resources available
to its students, including varied
class options and organizations
for students.
Allison Smith, a second year
graduate student and communication studies major, said that
URI's graduate school has
offered her tools that have
helped her on her way to obtaining her master' s degree. Smith is
not an alumna of URI, though
she is a Rhode Island native and
obtained her bachelor's degree
from nearby Salve Regina

Today's forecast
48 °F

Nickel Brief:

Not a good
day for Frosty
the Snowman.

Get the latest updates on
campus construction in
tomorrow's issue of the Cigar.

University in Newport.
There were numerous reasons why Smith decided upon
URI's graduate program, including the cost of the program, the
flexibility of the class schedules
and the professors that taught
the courses.
"It's an affordable way to
get a good education, especially
if you live in state," Smith said.
In-state tuition for URI's
graduate school is about $12,000
cheaper than out-of-state tuition.
However, if one is lucky enough
to be awarded a full-time assistantship, a remission of tuition is
given to them as well as a waivContinued on page 3

Miss the men's basketball
team's winning game this
weekend?

See page 12.
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WALK AND TALK
Everyone's favorite weekly question

"I either want to go back to school and get my
doctorate or be a pediatric nurse," sophomore
nursing student Megan Hatch said.

Sophomore communications Tessa Cugno said,
"I don't really know what I want to do. I want
to get into event manag~ment."

Sophomore business administration and Italian
major Erik Della Posta said he wants to "t ravel
for as long as possible, make as much money
as possible, have a family a nd be happy for as
long as possible."

Freshman engineering and German major
Lucas Hanson said he wants to "either get my
master's in some sort of engineering or
med[ical] school."

Senior human development and family studies
major and Africana studies and leadership
studies minor Precious Kafo said she wants "to
potentially go to grad school."

Freshman sociology student Emily Ersboll said
she wants "to become a cop and then a detective later on."

··i>t:ttlnk·twaffl:·t:6 vv6~~~ ~fi:a~i1iiipit~t;··somE!"' '·
Freshman art major Christ ina Walsh said she
"want [s] t o do something in commercial arts."

thing with pediatrics or oncology," freshman
phar macy and Spanish major Kaitlin Murphy
said.

~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~ ?<

F~~'Sfilrian··s~eor1tra.Y;~d.R:att~n2~ntf'En~iSh tn~i(ji'

Alex Carlson said, "[I want] to teach and then
hopefully become the president of the National
!Education Association or a state chapte r of it."
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CONTINUED
Vagina
From page l
"The show is a great way
to educate students about
women' s violence and make
them aware of what is going
on around them," Holtzman
said. "We cover topics that no
one ever talks about."
Each student that is part of
"The Vagina. Monologues"
played the role of a person
telling the story of a woman's
personal sexual experience,
both negative and positive.
Holtzman's main performance
of the woman th~t found her
"voice" through dominating
caused an uproar of laughter
in the auditorium.
Lesley Polroy, a Rhode
Island resident, enjoyed her
first experience attending the
monologues.
"It was nothing that I
expected, but it left me feeling
great about my sexuality,"
Polroy said.
Some of the stories were
emotional, some were funny,
but one particular monologue
'For my sisters in Port-auPrince Orleans" left the audience more aware of the vioence against women in other
places, such as New Orleans.
The actress that played the role
of the spotlight monologue,
Lexy Halpen, recited an

abstract poem about the violence women around the
world are facing. Halpen is an
ambitious junior that is a
human development and family studies major and minoring
in four other subjects.
This was Hal pen's first
year being a part of "The
Vagina Monologues," and she
decided to audition since she
has always been an active supporter in V-Day. Being able to
land the role of the spotlight
monologue_ on her first year
was exciting for Halpen, especially since she is so passionate
about the character she portrayed.
"I hope that, if nothing
else, people who attend this
play become more aware of
not only violence in our walls
of the United States but also
become aware of global feminism in Haiti and other devastating countries," Halpen said.
Other than participating in
"The Vagina Monologues,"
Halpen also spreads awareness through modeling by posing with statistics on the sexual assaults that happen in our
country every year. the participants of the Vagina
Monologues were able to raise
money towards women's antiviolence and left the audience
feeling both empowered and
more educated.

Conference
From page l
-

-

-

-

Environmental Crisis: Video
Games
and
Ecological
Anxiety." Giving the plenary
address is Professor Valerie
Karno of the URI English
Department.
The event will take place
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
Saturday, March 31 in Swan
Hall and the Galanti Lounge of
the Robert L. Carothers Library
and Learning Commons.
Individual papers, panel
proposals and creative submis-·
sions are due by midnight on
Friday, March 2. The conference committee is extending
the deadline to March 9 for URI
students only. All abstracts and
proposals are to be submitted
via the conference website at
urigradconference. org.
Acceptance of a submission·
will be given on Monday,
March5.

Alumna
From page 1
working 30 hours a week
between her internship and
assistantship, while balancing· a
full course load. But, because of
her hectic schedule and extensive
on-hand experience, as well as

members of the URI administration teaching some of the classes,
she said she believes the program will properly prepare her
for her future.
"It gives the program a reallife twist," she said.
She added that it's also the
small, 14-person program that
makes her time so worthwhile
because it enabled the students
to become a close-knit group.
· "I met some of the best people in this program," she said.
"They are like my second fami-

ly."
Saccucci plans on graduating in May 2013, but is still
exploring her options for her
future. As of now, she scli.d she
would like to work in academic
advising, but hasn't made a final
decision.

Graduate
From page l
er for 20 percent of graduate student fees.
"I have a friend who wouldn't have been able to come here
had she not been given an assistantship," Smith said.
A full-time assistant also
receives a stipend and health
.insurance, she said.
Smith teaches communication fundamentals courses and
has a part-time job, so she said

that she required a program that
would be flexible enough to
accommodate her schedule.
Graduate programs have
that flexibility, as they offer
night classes as well as day time
classes in order to accommodate
busy schedules such as Smith's.
"The professors only teach
if they want to teach," Smith
said. The professors teaching the
graduate courses are there only
by choice, and not by force.
Because of this, Smith' said that
they were very helpful.
"Buti can only speak for the
Communications departlnt:;nt,
of course," she said.
Also available to Graduate
students is the option of p?rlicipating in functions given by the
Graduate Student Association,
or GSA Accordmg to the URI
website, "the GSA is a: government body maintained by and
for the graduate students of the
university .with the purpose of
enhancing the academic, in~l
lectual, and social opportunities
of its members".
A representative from each
department is chosen on a volunteer-only basis and together
these representatives organize
functions With which they raise
money for the graduate school.
Smith said that she would
absolutely recommend graduate school to students.
"Your education is what
you put into it," Smith said.
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Right track
A majority of University of Rhode Island students come
into college having a vague understanding of what the next
four years of their educational experience will entail. Some
enter into specialized programs that lay out the curriculum for
them, while others come into University College as an undeclared major. Some find their passion on the first day of a general education course. Others find out that whatthey thought
they wanted all along is not the right educational and career fit
for them. Jusfas many children fantasize about what they want
to be when they grew up, the answer can change at any timewhat URI students think they want to do with the rest of their
lives can change from freshman orientation. Luckily, URI has
many resources available to help students decide what they
want their degree to do for them.
University College advisors, in particular, are there to help
incoming students navigate the often stressful first semesters at
URI. Located in Roosevelt Hall, they are an excellent resource
for students who feel overwhelmed by the wide range of classes and majors available at the university. These advisors are
used to dealing with students who are confused or aie changing their minds-they can help guid~ you on how to choose a
major you love and to get the credits you need to stay on track.
Career Services also offers a wide variety of resources for
students who are trying to choose an educational track. For
. example, students can take a career assessment test to see what
jobs might be a good fit for their interests. This can help students see a skill or natural aptitude that they never realized
before and can help make declaring a major that much easier.
Moreover, nothing tells you if you'll enjoy a career more
than practical experience. Stop by the internship department of
the Office of Experiential Learning and Community
Engagement for more information about getting real-world
experience in your prospective major. Going out into a field you
are interested in and seeing firsthand if you enjoy it can give
you the perspective you need to determine what you want to
do with the rest of your life.
Whether it is going on to graduate, law or medical school
and obtaining another degree or getting a job and moving up
the career ladder is on your horizon, URI has the resources that
can help you do it. Just find something you are passionate
about and take advantage of all the guidance the university has
to offer.
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RHODY
Health and Fitnes·s

BY SARAH MOSLEY
Cigar Columnist

If you celebrate Lent, you
may have been thinking
about what to "give up" · for
the next couple of weeks until
Easter. Since Lent officially
began on Wednesday, Feb. 22,
it makes sense to give up a
bad habit to make your life
healthier. You can kill two
birds with one stone - sacrifice something in your life for
the purpose of Lent and be
healthier.
It can be tough to change
your routine for 40 days, but
there are a few things you can
do to avoid giving up on your
resolution. It's more difficult
to give up something broad,
such as sweets in general and
has a higher failure ·rate. It
can get confusing as to what
· "sweets" actually means. Can
you drink that hot chocolate,

or is it just a regular beverage? Do you drink soda every
day at dinner or eat a brownie every night? A good idea
would be to give up just the
soda and swap it for water or
milk. As for the brownie, you
could swap it for a bowl of
fruit and a dollop of whipped
cream as a dessert instead.
Sometimes, the less broad tM
resolu~on, the better and
more successful it can be.
It's also more effective .if
you can grab a friend and
make a Lenten resolution
with them. If you have someone suffering with you, you
can support and encourage
each other to survive until
Easter.
You don't have to celebrate Lent to give up something unhealthy in your life.
It's never too late to start a
New Year's resolution. If you

find yourself on Facebook for
hours at a time, you could try
restricting yourself to an hour
a day and go on a walk across
campus instead.
You don't even necessarily have to cut something -out
of your life. Instead, you can
just add something more beneficial. For example, you
could promise yourself to
add an extra serving of fruit
or vegetables to your dinner
every night, or get a reu~able
water bottle and drink more
water. If you get coffee every
day, you could switch your
heavy cream for skim milk or
add one less sugar packet. It's
never too late to make your
life more healthful. Shortterm goals can end up becoming your regular routine and
you can find yourself happier
and healthier than you were
before.

Readers share· concerns about
Baha'i higher education acc~ss
To the Cigar,

dents meeting in private
homes across Iran. Some
Providing equal opportu- courageous Muslim academ~
nities in education to all chil- ics have joined BIHE at great
dren and youth around the risk to their career and freeglobe is a noble promise yet . dom. The credits earned in
remains
unfulfilled. BIHE have gained recognition ·
Countries with blemishes in by more than 50 universities
their record are many. Afore- outside of Iran. Thus BIHE is
most example is the oppres- providing gateways to thousion of young followers of the sands of young Baha'i who
Baha'i Faith · by the secular wish to pursue careers that
and clerical powe,r structures require college education.
Since May 2011, the BIHE
of Iran.
Since the mid-19th centu- has repeatedly come under
'ty, this p~rsecution of Iran's attack through raids of prilargest religious minority has vate homes used as classalready cost tens of thousands r'o oms,
confiscation and
of innocent lives. In the latest destruction of educational
wave of oppression, college- equipment, and materials,
age students havebecome the · arrest and imprisonment of
primary target. Not only are teachers and administrators.
Baha'i youth categorically
This vicious assault on a
denied access to state institu- fundamental human right has
tions of higher education, but provoked
a
worldwide
the act of teaching Baha'i response. An open letter
youth privately is now prose- penned by two Nobel Peace
Prize recipients, Archbishop
cuted as a serious crime.
The Baha'i Institute of Desmond Tutu of South
Higher Education (BIHE) was Africa and President Jose
founded in 1987 by the Ramos-Horta of East Timor,
Iranian Baha'i community as has led the way. Teachers, stua service of last resort to their dents, and administrators
youth. It is a decentralized from many colleges and uninetwork of teachers and stu- versities worldwide have

raised their voices.
The URI community has
an opportunity to lend its
's upport and show its solidarity on Tuesday, March 6, at
7:30 p.m. in the Multicultural
Center, where a short documentary
by
Amnesty
International will be screened
that tells this story of courage
in the face of oppression.
Everyone is welcome to see
the film and join in a discussion afterwards on the
restoration of the fundamental human right to education.
For more information, check
out the documentary's website
at
educationunderfire.com and
consider signing the online
petition.
Sincerely,
Paul · J.
Bueno
de
Mesquita, Prof. of psychology
Arthur Stein, Prof. emeritus of political science
Elizabeth McLean, graduate student of environmental
J>Ciences
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Decision to attend graduate school immediately
after undergrad requires careful consideration
BY THEO KONTOS

Production Manager

When I graduated from
the University of Rhode
Island this past May, I was
overwhelmed with the feeling
of being done with school. I
knew I was attending graduate school at this point, but
that thought was lost in the
excitement. After spending
nearly their entire lives as students, everyone around me
was happy to start the next
phase of life. Flash forward
four months later and I'm sitting in a classroom again.
Starting graduate school
immediately after graduating
was a strange feeling. I don't
feel like a college student anymore. I'm a full time student,
but I spend more time working than I do in a classroom.
Most of my classes are online
and I'm only in the classroom
once a week. The bulk of my
work is done at home and I'm
rarely on campus.
You can't go into graduate
school thinking it is just going
to be another year or two of
the same thing. Tl~e classes are
generally
smaller,
more
diverse in age, and require
tons of independent work.
One of the nice things about
graduate school is just about
everything you're required to

do is relevant. You won't be
taking those general education courses that you may
never use again. It also means
you can't slide by like you
may have been able to in some
undergraduate
courses.
Everything is important and
you are not going to be successful if you don't put the.
effort in.
Quite· a bit of effort is
required in the application
process as well. Keeping on
top of everything can be ·difficult if you're planning on
going straight into grad
school after graduating. Jt is
easy to get caught up in senior
year excitement, but you'll
have application requirements
to work on the whole semester
such as recommendations,
Graduate
- Record.
Examinations, paperwork and
possibly writing samples.
Preparing for the GRE
takes time and you should
plan on getting it right the
first time. Online practice tests
are one of the most helpful
ways to prepare and get a feel
for the format. You can't use a
calculator on the math section
like the SAT (though the math
did seem a bit easier than the
SAT) and the vocab.u lary is
very difficult Unlike the SAT,
multiple attempts can count
against you with the GRE

because schools can see all of
your scores. The test is also a
bit expensive, so one or two
attempts is obviously preferable.
As soon as you start thinking you might go to grad
school, start thinking about
professors that know you well
enough to write recommendations for you. One advantage
to going straight into graduate
school is that you have interacted with professors recently.
If you know a professor well
enough to have them write a
recommendation for you then
they may help you through
the process in other ways.
One of the most difficult
parts of applying for graduate
school is the statement of purpose you have to write. I spent
hours finding ways to talk
myself up without sounding
too arrogant or too modest. It
isn't easy and it's important.
URI has tons of wonderful
.faculty members that will
probably help you with this.
One of my English professors,
who also ha.ppened to be one
of my advisors, helped me
through the process by reading my writing sample a,nd
statement of purpose.
The
most
important
advice I can offer to an undergrad thinking about graduate
school is to ask yourself,

an · amazing kickboxing chance to catch up with
exercise class called Cardio friends.
. Another way to break
Kick
and great classes to get
It is nearly March and
out
of the mid-semester
in
shape
for
bathing
suit
spring break is right around
blues
is to plan something
weather
like
Spring
Break
the corner, but, with still a
·
fun
to
go out and do. One
Sculpt
and
Beach
Body
Boot
couple of weeks to go, we
thing
that
everyone loves is
Camp.
These
classes.
are
a
students have to find a way
shopping.
Plan a day trip to
great
start
to
getting
in
to keep ourselves sane.
the
Providence
Place Mall.
shape
.
and
are
extremely
When there isn't much
The
RIPTA
bus
right off of
fun
at
the
same
time.
to do and when it starts to
One
thing
to
·do
to
make
campus
can
take
you directfeel like the same thing day ·
ly.
to
the
mall
and
back. If
the
boring
weekdays
a
little
after day it can drive you
you
haven't
been
to this
better
is
to
plan
a
TV
show
completely crazy. But, there
mall
it
is
definitely
someparty.
Get
a
small
group
of
are a lot of things we can do
thing you have to experifriends
together,
get
some
that can help relieve stress
snacks and make it a week- ence. With three floors of
and make these boring winly date to . watch a show • shops and amazing restauter days a little bit brighter.
One thing that will together. Last semester my rants and · places like The
· TV party's weekly show Cheesecake Factory and
m~ke you feel better about
yourself inside and out is was "American Horror Dave and Busters, this mall
going to the gym. Even bet- Story" and this semester it's is one of the best things
ter, is that the Mackal ;'The Walking Dead." Even Rhode Island has to offer.
So go ahead, give some
Fitness Center offers group if you want to make a week.
of
these
ideas a chance and
ly
schedule
of
shows
to
exercise classes. These offer
before
you
know it it'll be
watch
with
your
roommate
so many different options,
spring break!
·
or
plan
movie
days,
this
such as yoga, Zumba and
will
give
you
something
to
spin classes. This is also a
great way to try something look forward to during the
new. For example, there is week and gives yo~ a

"Why?" If you . don't have a
specific, professional goal that.
involves graduate school,
~hen you could be wasting a
lot of time and money. ·Grad
school is not a way to bide
your time if you're graduating
and still don't know what you
want to do; It's not a quick
and easy way to defer your
student loans for a few· years.
The job market is tough to
break into, but it isn't going to
be any easier two years later if
you still don't know what ·you
want to do. URI offers some'
great graduate programs if
they meet. your professional
goals, but going to grad
school is a decision that
shouldn't be made lightly.

BY KAYLA BELTRANDI

Cigar Columnist

3-COURSES +CHOICE OF DRINK FOR $19.95
Our Seasonal Prix-Fixe menu is back!
Sunday - Thursday I $19.95 per person

URI DISCOUNT
Present vour student or tacultv ID when vou dine and receive a
complimentarv appetizer, with purchase of an entree.*
*visit us online tor full details

BE HAPPY, PAV HALF!
Enjov l/2 price appetizers everv Mondav- Fridav 4pm- Spin
and all dav Sundav
15 Kingstown Road, Narragansett I 401.792 4333 I trio-ri com
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Photos by Teresa Kelly
Photo Editor

Top center: Lauren Corr
answers questions asked by
Kali Varney from the standpoint of a "Six-Year-OldGirl."

This weekend the URI Peer
Advocates presented "The
Vagina Monologues," an
award-winning play by Eve
Bottom left: In a piece
Ensler, in support of V-Day, called "My Angry Vagina,"
an international non-profit
Linzi Rae Matta speaks
movement to end violence
about the discomfort of
against women. The procertain types of women's
ceeds for this year's. prounderwear.
duction are in support of
the URI Peer Advocacy _pro- Bottom center: Victoria
gram . These photos capture Mitchell performs "The
the spirit of the performLittle Coochie Snorcher
ance, which has a general
That Could," which recounts
theme of women's empowa woman's first lesbian
erment and individuality.
experience.

Left Page:
Above: Jessica Martin's
piece shares one woman's
efforts of "Reclaiming Cunt"
as an acceptable word to
say.
Right Page: ·
Top left: Kristine Ramirez's
"I was There in the Room"
tells the experience of one
woman as she watches her
granddaughter's birth.

Right: Mary Broe and
Jacob Crowell perform a
piece called '~ Because He
Liked to Look at it" where a
self-conscious woman gains
acceptance of her vagina
after meeting a man who
loved looking at it.
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Our Degrees in Health Sciences
Make Everyone Feel Better.
.
The Center of Excellence for Progressive and Integrated
Healthcare Education.
The University of Bridgeport's Health Sciences programs are the center of excellence for
progressive and integrated healthcare education. We have a variety of health programs in six
professionally accredited schools. Our learning approach blends solid scientific principles
with rich clinical experience to help students build their skills in real-world settings.

• Human Nutrition Institute
• Acupuncture Institute
• College of Naturopathic Medicine

• College of Chiropractic
• Fones School of Dental Hygiene
• Physician Assistant Institute

UB is the only accredited university on the East Coast for many of
·•

these areas. And some of our schools offer part-time, distance learning,
and dual~degree programs . .

To learn more, calll.888.822.4476 or visit UBhealth.org
~ERSI'r;..
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'The Secret World of Arrietty' another anime classic
BY CO NOR FAGAN
Contributing En tertainm~nt Writer

Studio Ghibli{ the innovative Japanese animation studio
fronted by Hayao Miyazaki,
recently released its 17th feature in America with the
February debut of "The Secr~t
World ·of Arrietty." For nearly
two decades, Ghibli has consistently crafted the finest examples of anime style filmmaking
and has earned the distinction
of being the only foreigp film
studio to win an Academy
Award, with "Spirited Away"
in 2002.. Apart from grossing
record amounts of money for
an anime mQvie marketed in
the United States, "Spirited
Away" also acted as a gateway
through which a new generation of moviegoers discovered
the revolutionary catalogue of
Ghibli films, the best of which
I'll guide you through in the
following list. Here are my topfive films by Studio Ghibli.
For my number five spot, r
would choose "The Secret
World of Arrietty." Yes, the studio's newest production managed to break into my top-five
with its charming re-imagination of Mary Norton's classic
English
folktale
"The

Borrowers." Presenting an mention qf Ghibli's breakenchanted and intricate world through success and the origin
inhabited by tiny humans and of the studio's popular iconogfurnished with mankind's dis- raphy. The movie portrays the
carded belongings as only adventures of two young girls
Miyazaki and his crew of ani- following their acquaintance
mators could imagine it, "The with a friendly forest spirit
Secret World of Arrietty" also named Totoro, and was the
features the hilarious voice first piece of cinema to showwork of Will Arnett and Amy case the trademark combinaPoehler as Auietty's mother tion of lead artist Kazuo Oga' s
and father.
·
warm, crisp animation and the
In position number four, I heartwarming
storytelling
picked "Princess Mononoke," courtesy of Miyazaki himself.
which is by far Studio Ghibli' s
Ignored by purists but
most underrated classic. A tale loved by me, "Howl's Moving
of civility and savagery set in Castle" is yet another thematic
(where else?) feudal Japan, reworking of a novel (by
"Princess Mononoke" follows author Diana Wynne Jones) by
young traveler Ashitaka on his Studio Ghibli. The startling
quest to cure his deadly curse visual complexity of the steamwhile hindered by demons, punk-inspired machines illusmercenaries and creatures of trated in the film pushes
ancient Japanese mythology. A "Howl's Moving Castle" above
large part of the movie's appeal the ever-celebrated "Totoro."
is the blending of familiar As an added ironic bonus,
Miyazaki themes about envi- Christian Bale plays a broodronmentalism and industrial- . ing, gravel-throated, recluse
ization with shockingly brutal vigilante that's not Batman and
action scenes, which · are Billy Crystal voices a whacky,
belligerent demon.
uimsual for the director.
My next choice, "My
Just when. you thought
Neighbor Totoro," is arguably Ghibli' s entire body of work
Ghibli and Miyazaki's most was nothing but a bunch of
well known film apart from high-budget children's stories
"Spirited Away." My list would in which the predominant
be a complete miss without the moral is usually a resounding

"love conquers all", "Grave of
the Fireflies" shatters all illconceived notions with its
crushingly tragic themes. An
uncharacteristically gritty and
drab visual design separates
this World War II story from
the rest of Studio Ghibli' s aesthetically vibrant collection,
probably since Isao Takahata
was the director instead of.
Miyazaki, fitting seamlessly
with the heart-wrenchingly
sorrowful events of the films
plot.
Of cours~, there are many
other great Studio Ghibli
movies worth checking out,
including "Castle in the Sky,"
"Kiki' s Delivery Service" and
"Porco Rosso." With such a
stellar lineup of films, it's not
surprising that Studio Ghibli is
often referred to as the Pixar of
Japan. A new film by them is
practically a must-see for any
animation fan, which is too bad
as their films usually get
shoved into limited releases,
where they lose potential audiences that would certainly be
able to enjoy something different from the animated norm.

THE BRYANT
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in the ir chosen profes.sions. As a graduate, you willjoin an impressive alumni community that includes
industry leaders across the country and around the world.
THE BRYANT MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

Full -time, day program for all majors
• No professional experience necessary
• Distinguish yourself in a competi.tive
job market
• Gai n hands-on experience with the ·
Business Practicum

THE BRYANT MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL
Accou NTANCY (MPAc)

Full -time, day program for accounting m(!iors
• Meets t he 150 hour requirement for
CPA licensure
• Complete in Summer/Fall, Summer/Summer,
Fall /Spring or Spring/Summer
• Tax concentration avai lable with
Sum mer/Fall or Summer/Su mmer plan

LEARN MoRE ABOUT WHAT THE BRYANT GRADUATE SCHOOL HAS TO OFFER

www.bryant.edu/gradschoof • 401-232-6230

Bryant
U· N I VERSITY

Gr:aduate Schoo I of Business
Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu
(401)_232-6230
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CAMPUS

Student loan debt is approaching$ 1 trillion around the country. Tuition is sky-rocketing. Americans owe more on student loans than on their credit cards. It is
a disaster that will only get worse unless radical steps are taken immediately to:
Increase the State of Rhode Island's financial support to all public higher
education, and especially to URI, where tuition and fees are the highest of all the
Rhode Island public institutions of higher education.
Declare a national amnesty of all student debt. Congress and the President
can do this. No student should have to begin his/her career saddled with years
and years of loan payments. If we can bail out the banks and major corporations,
we certainly should be wilVng to ensure that the next generation of our country's
leaders start their careers on solid financial footing.
Stop the administrative bloat occurring at URI and throughout higher educa-tion. We don't need any more administrators, associate administrators, or assistants
to associate administrators. URI funds should be directed to enhance the classroom
experiences of our students. We need more full--time tenure--track faculty!

OCCUPY URI RALLY ON THE QUAD AT 11 AM ON
THURSDAY, MARCH 1 TO ABOLISH STUDENT LOAN DEBT!

University of Rhode Island Chapter
American Association of University Profess·ors
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Crystal saves lackluster Oscar broadcast
Spielberg, which made me in "The Descendants." Not
smile in agreement.
only did I find it a better film,
Speaking of the awards, but his performance resonated
Oscar season is my they were incredibly prewith me more so that
favorite time of year, as the . dictable for the most part. Dujardin's. Part of being a talfinest films are theatrically Frontrunners for Best Picture
ented actor is showing emoreleased and I finally get to see . including "Hugo" and "The tion not just with your facial
if the buzz is worthwhile. The Artist" walked away with five expressions, but · how you
only thing more prestigious awards each. By the middle of deliver dialogue. Clooney _
than these critically hailed the show, it became incredibly delivered a more complete perfilms is the award ceremony in obvious it would be a two-film formance, which is why I felt
which they are honored: The race, as "Hugo" began sweepdisheartened when he lost.
Oscars.
ing the technical awards such
Speaking of acting robNow, the 84th Annual as visual effects and sound beries, the biggest surprise for
Academy Awards have come editing. It was my pick for the me was the Academy · giving
and gone and like most Oscar · best film of the year amongst Meryl Streep another Oscar for
telecasts, it was predictable but the nominees, so you . could
best actress. I thought her perentertaining. I sat down and imagine I was disappointed formance in "The Iron Lady"
watched the telecast without when Scorsese was once again was more an imitation, not a
bias, but was left disappointed robbed of a b~st director complete
portrayal
of
and somewhat flustered about award. I was even more frusMargaret Thatcher. I was even
some of the choices Academy trated when "Hugo" lost Best more taken aback .with her
voters made.
Picture to "The Artist," once speech, which sounded incredWhen the show opened again showing how stuck up ibly cocky and reeked of arro- .
with a montage of host Billy the voters are.
gance. I think she realized she
Crystal in scenes from the .
While I appreciate and had this in the bag and wanted
year's nominated films for Best respect "The Artist" for its to act like she was not expectPicture, I felt like this would be artistic (no pun intended) and ing it. I would have given this
a worthwhile ceremony. These technical merit, I felt it was a
award to Michelle Williams, .
homages are repeated con- gimmick designed specifically for her flawless portrayal of
stantly, but Crystal kept it fresh to garner awards. Since it is a Marilyn'Monroe in "My Week
and entertaining. I was with it silent picture, it automatically With Marilyn." Unlike Streep,
until Justin Bieber walked into received praise by voters.
Williams embodied the perframe, at which point I rolled
Despite "Hugo" having sonality . and thinking of
my eyes and said, "Why?" the advantage in imagination Monroe.
Sure the joke was mildly amus- and being fantasy driven, I
Aside from those huge
ing, but didn't seein necessary found it more compelling both misfires, I have no complaints
for the show considering · visually and story-wise. I felt about the · other winners.
Bieber is far from an actor.
like I was a kid watching this Christopher Plummer and
Following this montage, amazing film. With "The Octavia Spencer took home
the show officially began with Artist," I found the ..§tory
w.ell deserved supporting
a monologue- and show tune rather predictable and lacking Oscars and I was overjoyed to
from Crystal, accompanied shock value or any real engag- see "Rango" win best animatwith a kiss to George Clooney. ing plot twists. The perform- ed film. So, at the end of the
Although far from the ances were solid, but I honest- telecast, I had mixed feelings.
strangest moment in Oscar his- ly did not see anything OscarThe top awards were mistory, the kiss caught me off worthy.
. directed but the technical and
guard, which is something the
For me, this emphasizes supporting awards mostly
majority of the award presen- the bias Oscar voters have, went to the right winners. One
tations have failed to do.
choosing technical filmmaking exception in the technical
Throughout the night, the over the truly best and most department was "The Iron
presenters kept the show light engaging film, much like the Lady" taking best makeup
and entertaining. Highlights "Titanic"
over
"L.A. over "Harry Potter." Sure, the
from these included Emma Confidential" choice in 1997.
makeup artists did a good job
Stone's banter with Ben Stiller
"The Artist" had even making Streep look twenty.
and the always in~character more success, taking home the years younger, but that certain-·
Robert Downey Jr. mocking best actor trophy for lead Jean ly shouldn't trump the varied
the documentary style of film- Dujardin. Once again, I dis- ' and incredibly detailed work
making with Gwyneth Paltrow agreed with the choice. While I done on numerous characters
in an "Iron Man" reunion. recognize the difficulty of actin the c;limatic fantasy. epic: .
However, I was flushed with ing in a silent ·film, I would
At the end of the day, this
nostalgia when the Muppets have given the award to Oscar telecast came off as premade an appearance during Ge01;ge Clooney, who gave one dictable and occasionally
the ceremony. Even more hys- of his finest performances as a shocking, but entertaining
terical to me was Ms. Piggy's conflicted father and husband nevertheless.
feelings
about
Steven
BY MATt GOUDREAU
Ent~rtainment Staff

B.Ball
From page· 12
attempts this season.
Other big Rhody performers oli Saturday were freshman Jonathan Holton, who
was just two rebounds short of
his eighth double-double of
the season, putting up 11
points and pulling down eight
rebounds and junior Nikola
Malesevic, who had a seasonhigh nine rebounds, eight of
thei:n in the second half.
URI will take the home
court for the lasttime this season on Wednesday, Feb. 29,

against . Fordham University.
The game will also be the ·last
home court appearance for
seniors Outerbridge and
Anthony Malhoit and the
annual . senior day ceremony
activities will begin 15 · mil'l;utes prior to tip off at 6:45 p.m.
· Prior to their victory over
La Salle University on
Saturday, the Fordham Rams
were on a Six-game, losing
streak. They have improved to
10-17 overall and 3-11 in ·the
Atlantic-10.
Wednesday's game will be
broadcasted lived locally on
Cox Sports.

Go Rhody!

Bring this All in for a

99¢ FROYO!

Offer expires March 1.8th

99 Fortin Road • Kingst<.m, Rl

40 1-782-2720

u

FOUNDATION

T h e 2012 -Ex c e I I e n c e A wa r d s
Nominations are now being
accepted.
Write to us! Tell us who among your peers, coworkers and/or
teachers is deserving of this special recognition and why.
Awards are presented in four categories: .Administrative,
Scholarly, Staff and Teaching. Winners are honored at a.n event
hosted by the URI and URIF presidents. They also rece1ve a
.framed citation and a cash award.
The award is very competitive, so repeat nominations of
worthy candidates are strongly encouraged !

All it takes is a letter or email.
·We must receive your nomination by Friday, March 16'b at 4:00 p.m.
Please send to Honda Hammond at the URI Foundation,
79 Upper College Road, Kingston, Rl 02881
rhammond@foundation.uri.edu/40 1.874.9532
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CLASSIFIED·s
Club Notices

needed
also.
View
on
N arragansettbeachhomerental.shutterLike the outdoors? Come to the Outing
fly.com, email rsfolta@yahoo.com or
Club meeting on Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
call (413}562-0022
in room 360 in the M.U. Tell your
Larg.e selection of well-maintained
friends and bring ideas for the semeshomes for rent. No application fees!
ter. Pizza will be served!
Call now for 20 12-2013 . (401)789. 0666 or Liladelman.com.
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 full kitchen 291 2- Eastward Look North, extra-large 4
2013 school year rental available in bedroom/2.5 bath, $2100/month.
Eastward Look. Fully ·furnished. See ~icely furnished, includes recycling +
·vrbo.com/291403 for more info+ pies. cleaning. Mature students wanted.
Homeaway.com #37994 1, email
Email bethbrown l 12@gmail.com.
On Moonstone Beach Road- small cot- amy.bartolone@gmail.com.
tage $595 plus utilities. Apartment
$785 utilities included. One bedroom
each rental unfurnished. (401)7830620, danaejh.com.
6 bed New Eastward Acad . .1 2- 13, 15
Greene Lane (www.vrbo.com/167707.
43
Glendale
Rd
(www.homeawa y . c om /va.c at i on rental/p303 174).
Email
mjvercillo@hotrnail.com or Call
(917)270-2 185
Narragansett
Pier,
Scarborough,
Eastward Look, Bonnet Shores rentals.
Academic 12-13, summer 12. 1-6 bedrooms, $500-2400 offers ac.cepted.
(40 1)782-3900 www.annobrienrealtyc.~o~m~·~~==~~----~~~
NARRAGANSETT - Large 4 bed 2
bathroom house. Deck, parking, laundry, furnished, close to campus. $400
each plus utilities, josh@brown.edu
(40 1)263 -9933
$900/mo Bonnet Shores 2 BR, academic Sept 1 to May 24th fully furnished, utilities incl. (401)515-4650
Eastward Look rental, 5 bed, 3 bath,
gas heat, all appliances, large deck
with gas grill. See homeaway.com,
# 11 5966. Cell (860)380-0581 , email
jfs3@cox. net.
Large, spacious 5 bedroom, 2 bath
home., many extras in this modern and
nicely furnished home. Walk to
Scarborough Beach, tennis courts and
park. Will be avaiLable September
2012- May 2013. $2600/mo, security

Living
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Rhody

SPORTS
Baron lifts Rams over St~ LoLii_
s, 64-62
BY NIKITA DUKE

Staff Sports Reporter

Sophomore Billy Baror:t
brought the crowd to its feet,
sinking a jumper with just 4.6
seconds left on the clock.
Those two points helped the
University ·of Rhode · Island
men's basketball team defeat
St. Louis Urnversify in it's second-to-last h,ome game on
Saturday, 64-62.
Baron netted 13 points
against SLU, while senior
Orion Outerbridge led the
team with 18 points for the
Rams.
This was Rhode Island's
third victory against an
Atlantic-10 ··conference opponent and sixth victory overall.
The ·game also extended URI's
winning streak against . St.
Louis to four games, with the
all-time series versus the
Bilikens being tied at 5-5 prior
to Saturday. (The all-time
series versus St. Louis is now
at 6-5, Rhode Island).
The Rams got off to a
rough start, allowing SLU to
go ahead 15-4 within the first
four minutes of the -game. That
lead increased to 13 points
with 6:51 left in the first half.
.
Teresa Kelly I Cigar
However, URI held it down for
University of Rhode Island .freshman Jonathan Holton dunks .the
the remainder and the Bilikens
ball during Saturday afternoon's men's basketball game agatnst St.
only managed 8-out-of-28
Louis University.
shooting leading up to halftime.
field-goal percentage allowed game, which was two more
URI continued that strong by the Rams this season, than St. Louis committed.
defense throughout the second . behind
Rhody brought · their AJames
Madison
half of the game, with SLU Urtiversity's 35.0 percent back game to the free throw line,
connecting on just 29.6 percent in December.
comtectirtg'on 19-25 attempts.
of its shots throughout the secRhode Island also pulled This marked the 14th time the
ond half, bringing their game down 11 more rebounds than Rams connected on 75.0 perfield-goal percentage down to SLU, with 44 in comparison, cent or more of theidree throw
36.1 percent, in comparison to however the Rams had nine
Rhode Island's 40.7 percent. turnovers throughout the
Continued on page I
This was the second to lowest

URI men's baseball dominates on road
BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Staff Reporter

Two weeks ago the
University of ·Rhode Island
baseball team traveled south
and came away with only one
win against the college of
William and Mary.
Last weekend was different. The Rams flexed their
muscles as they dominated
the College of Charleston
Cougar Invitational, defeating
the host Cougars, Xavier
University and the University
of Connecticut by a combined
score of 19-9.
Starting pitching was the
backbone of Rhody's success
throughout the weekend.
Senior captain Anthony Pisani
struck out five while only surrendering six hits in the win
over UConn. The performance earned Pisani Atlantic-10
Conference Pitcher of the
Week honors•.
Senior Chris Pickering
struck out seven in five
innings in the · win against

"The biggest thing I was
Charleston and sophomore
Kevin Lee help Xavier to just most proud of this weekend
three hits in 5.1 innings on with the guys is they really
.played hard," Foster said.
Saturday.
"We've been getting good "They really played hard,
pitching and solid defense," they competed their butts off
head coach Jim Foster said. and did a great job in that
:'That's the winning formula. area. We have a lot of work to
That's the recipe you want. If do, but they really competed
you can get that to be a con- well and did a great job get·
sistent thing for you through- ting after it."
The Rams sit 4-2 on the
out the season you have a
good shot at winning every young season and face
arguably their toughest test of
game you play in."
.
The Rams offense set the the season this weekend when
tone for the weekend explod- they travel to Nashville for a
set
with
ing for 13 hits on Friday three-game
Vanderl:iilt University. The
against Charleston.
Senior Mike LeBel led the Commodores advanced to the
· charge for the Rams with College World Series last seathree hits and three runs bat- son.
Foster said that, from his
ted in. LeBel, URI's all-time
home run leader, added to the point of view, it's just another
count with his 25th homer as series against another good
team.
a Ram.
"It's just another game,"
Senior Jeff Cammans and
junior Pat Fortunato com- Foster said. "That's the way
bined for five hits against we look at it. It's early in the
Xavier, including three dou- season and we're trying to get
bles. Cammans also batted in better."
a pair of runs.

I

Not so average joe: What
I've learned from the NBA
The defending champion
Dallas )·Mavericks seem to ·be
right where _they want to be.
This past weekend was Barring a majo! second half
All-Star weekend for the collapse, they make'their way
National
Basketball into ·the playoffs and have a
Association, which means that strong chan~e to beat any team
we are halfway through the in a seven-game series.
NBA's 2011-2012 regular seaThe Los Angeles Lakers
son.
seem to be one piece away ,
So much sp,ecUiation has from being NBA champions
been made about this NBA sea- again and as long as Kobe
son· because l.t was shortened Bryant continues to lead the·
thanks to the lockout. The league in scoring (28 points per
result has been teams having to game) they will be making
play many back-to-hack games some moves come playoff time.
and more games in a shorter
~ · The last team ·that is in the
amount of time.
mix I have decided to save
As a result, many NBA ·until the end of my ~olumn
experts picked the younger because I find it fitting, consid~
and more athletic teams to ering the rest of ·the sporting
prosper while everyone else : world seems to ignore them all
already assumed that the older season long. I'm talking about
teams would not stand · a the San Antonio Spurs, who
chance in such a tightly sched- have been playing great basuled season.
ketball as of late and are winNow, here we are halfway ners of 12 out their last 13
through the season with two of games.
the most athletic teams leading
So many people counted
their respective conferences. them out before the season
The Miami Heat have a slight even started because of their
lead over the Chicago Bulls in old age but they continue to
the Eastern Conference which show that playing good team
.shouldn't surprise anyone and basketball will always make
the rest of the East is open for you contenders.
grabs.
The other big headlines in
The Boston Celtics always the NBA this first half of the
seem to be contenders but this season revolved around the
season has not gone well for same people you would
them so far. While they still expect. Orlando Magic forward
remain a playoff contender, the Dwight Howard has yet to be
team's old age is starting to ·traded anywhere and it is startweigh them down and star ing to hurt the team. It is my
point guard Rajon Rondo semi-professional opinion that
seems to be having some disci- he has become a distraction;
pline issues as well.
circa Lebron James when he
Perhaps the biggest story wanted out of Cleveland and
in the NBA this season has the Cavaliers lost in the Eastern
been the New York Knicks and Conference finals two seasons
.
their new point guard, sensa- ago.
Speaking of LeBron, I hate
tion Jeremy Lin. Lin, who graduated
from
Harvard to give him any attention in my
University, spent all of last sea- columns because he gets more
son and the early part of this than enough on the front page
season bouncing around teams of ESPN.com every single day;.
before he landed with New but the fact that he mentioned
York and got a chance to play a possible return to Cleveland
·
against the New Jersey Nets disgusts me.
three weeks ago.
Here is some advice
Once given the chance, Lin LeBron: If you burn a bridge,
exploded out of the gate an(i . you probably shouldn't try and
became the NBA' s best selling rebuild it to walk back across,
jersey of the season. He has because 1 promise you it wont
been averaging more than 20 work out. But he didn't just
points a~id 10 assists a night burn a bridge, he forced his
and has been leading the hometown and old city to
Knicks into serious playoff watch a dreadful hour-long
contention, even with Carmelo special on ESPN, just so he
Antho~y not at full force.
could embarrass them on a
On the other side of the national scale when everyone
league
in
the
Western already knew where he was
Conference, the Oklahoma City gomg.
·
Thunder find themselves in
So now comes prediction
first place, as many people pre- time. I predict that the Miami
dieted. They have been led by Heat will once again: collapse
All-Star forward Kevin Durant in the postseason, the Boston
who has been averaging more Celtics will' not make it past the
than 25 points per game and first round of the NBA playoffs
the often controversial guard and the ·Spurs will quietly rise
Brian Westbrook, who has been to the top of the league and win
a streaky player, but a strong again.
scorer as well.
BY JOE HOLLENBECK

Sports Staff Reporter

